New Nato Strategy

Nuclear weapons
- Illegal Nuclear weapons in Europe: 350 in 6 countries
- USA: out of ABM

Military Expenditure
- 75% of global military expenditure
- New Arms Race
- 44 Ground Based Interceptors
- Ballistic Missile Defense - East of Europe

Out of Area/ New Threats
- War on Terror, criminals
- Migration
- Gap Rich-poor
- Fundamentalism
- Supplies of Energy
- Transport of Oil (Pirates/Pipelines..)
- Proliferation of Mass destruction weapons

Wars
- Afghanistan/09: 100 000 Soldiers
- Irak
- Georgia?
- Bosnia
- Kosovo
- and??

Hegemon(e)y of the North (G8 minus Russia) or Alliance of Democrac(z)ies

Without UN and International Law
- First Use
- 1st:99 Jugoslavia
- UN: UNHCR, FAO a.s.o.
- Military Order: only NATO

Coalition of the Willing (contra Consensus)

EU-USA: Burden and Power Sharing
- 28 Member states
- 29 Partnership For Peace
- +?? Japan, South Korea, Austr., Singapure,...?
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